2007-2008 Awards

Marketing Senior with the Highest GPA
Bridget Jancarz

Outstanding Advertising & Promotion Student
Stacy Averill

Outstanding Marketing Students
Marisa Archey
Brett Rogers

Outstanding Food and CPG Marketing Student
Danielle Carl

Outstanding Sales and Business Marketing Student
Marc Hanczewski

Outstanding Marketing MBA Student
Scott M. Jones

Outstanding Marketing International Student
Debarati Bhattacharjee

Lowell Crow Marketing Scholar-Athlete
Michele Wittbrodt

Distinguished Service Awards:
AMA: Marisa Archey
Ad Club: Stacy Averill
Joseph Patlevic
FMA: Jeremy Kochis
SBMA: Chelsea Biermacher
Eric Howse

Outstanding Academic Achievement
Bridget Jancarz Kevin Sportel Ramie Sliuzas
Danielle Thayer Aaron Smith Andrew Estigoy
Stacy Averill Tyler Pickering James Carr
Nicole Brown Brandy Nofz Angela Rex
Timothy Brown Michele Green
Morgan Steward Erik Kammeyer
Amy Cathcart Sarah Roman
Miranda Owen Neha Aggarwal
Ryan Preisner Brian Unser
Erin Dahn Lauren Stawara
Danielle Carl Megan Wolthuis
James Hunsberger Jesse Shaw
Elsie Lee Crystal Willard
Michael Stanfield Timothy Hiller
Jeremy Kochis Nicole Westlake
Rachel Maitland Meghan Wolpert
Katie Elliott Marc Hanczewski
John Neal Benjamin Ryan
William Johnson Ivy Frietchen
Brett Rogers Keesha Olsen
Debarati Bhattacharjee Daniel Corbett
Joseph Sabate Lindsey Miller
Hannah Bouck Michele Wittbrodt
Marisa Archey Marcus Evans
Amber Gall Patricia Costin
Katherine Johnson David Barnes
Ana Beerbower Valisa Maki
Joel Sorenson Lindsay Xaver